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Abstract: In the human civilization the collection of memories are printed in the form of a book or in the form 

of electronic libraries as significant as wealth knowledge.  The stranded libraries maintain the various facilities 
and   many kinds of books forms various knowledge the areas. in additions to this the libraries are also 

maintaining the latest technology by providing the internet facilities, CD library and the special sections for 

children scholars .the libraries are the resources of knowledge to develop a country by research and 

development. but the libraries are on able to maintain the basic facilities for the readers. So some time the 
libraries are without maintenance of basic books .in this regard the third world are common wealth  nations 

facing the problems. the library find a great difficulty from the economic support .in addition to this the 

standers of international library are not maintained  because of the backwardness research in the area 

concerned of that  country so the library  are for the education of that country and also for international  
aspects to be stored and red by  the native country’s .in this way the  international  dealings   are easy to 

understand so the culture of a country can be understood in the term of literary, social, political, economical 

and scientific areas .so in the era of modernization globalization, privatization and liberalization the 
maintenance of international libraries is significant by facing the challenges for research and development it is 

also significant to maintain the international relationships for the sharing of knowledge. 
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Introduction: The international standards and challenges in the beginning of civilization man was free of 

everything he used to  enjoy his life without  any rules  and regulations  in the groups.  After the   more 
population  mans groups were divided in to serious segments so there was  the development of  great 

knowledge in every social group they  occupied specific  territory and considered the sovereignty over the land, 

so in this way the lands developed their own activities and knowledge  in the terms of socio economic, 

political, economics, philosophical, ideological, cultural, traditional, and  scientific life because of the men’s 
having in various tertiary there was more development of knowledge so the knowledge was not more 

interlinked  with each other but it was only in sum extensions the western man interlinked with the eastern  

society’s  so there was culture differences.  As the result of  if the thought of continents has come into  
existence  so the mantra to find out himself with the other fellow groups for instance 16

th
 century was period of 

dispensing  many new lands were  discussed so the international relationship started at the time so as the 

result  of it  colonization began. 

 
In the modern era the knowledge is a freshness item to be sold and buy so in this regard there is great 

requirement to  develop the libraries and intellectual properties to be protected.  So there is the   requirement 

of maintenance of international standard libraries so since the knowledge key role  in the era of globalization, 

privatization and liberalization  the advanced country are  paying more attention to the development of 
libraries and their selection  with the people.  So the libraries are the places where knowledge is studied by the 

various  people of the different countries in the world.   Since sum of the countries were well equipped they 

maintain  their home libraries and sum of libraries are available even for children  so the reason for this was 

their only source of entertainment  was book reading it is the same  case by all the countries of the world so 
country like England, gained their independence and consolidated themselves of sovereign states they were 

more democratized because of this factors they are more interested in the development of knowledge without  

any restriction of the monarchy.  For example English gained it own   sovereignty minimizing the power of 
monarch is 17

th 
 century  there was more opportunity for the liberal thoughts because of this there was freedom 

to think in deep and intellectual knowledge so there was more scope to write the more books about various 

subjects without restriction of the kings and queens the same case was occurred in the case of  French 

revolution  and American revolution so the library were  well developed  by the terms of the people enjoyed  
books reading in library, in comparison to eastern countries, western  countries  library are  more advanced 

and the scholarship is more  the physical status of libraries  are well equipped with  good buildings as palaces 

almost  so because of the  west knowledge  in various areas the people could  ensure the wealth of the other 
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nations by  colonizing them with their  intellectual  powers so the entire western  land occupied the eastern 

land administered for the longer time. So the library here to be well  equipped in the  eastern countries to in 
this regard the  western library are with all the required books and the basic facilities  they were improved in 

the coming years became of this  reason the great personalities like Dr.B.R.Ambedkar   left for abroad  and 

studied in  two universities  that is Columbia and  London school of Economies he  acquired two Ph. D degrees 
equipped in the international level of the day so Dr.B.R.Ambedkar could use the knowledge of the all libraries 

and advanced the world the greatest constitution of India so our Indian Literary here to be equipped  with the 

essential  facilities. So today’s internet facilities are  more the libraries  must be with the  facilities of “online 

libraries”  so that  the student can have the access of intellectual knowledge  so the library must also contains 
the special facilities like opec  computes that is used to trace the books in the library so that the library can be 

make useful to the children students and scholars. So the intellectual’s network of libraries is required.  So that 
the readers can easily study the library must also provide the research  facility and the special  projects have to 

be   made. Further research so that the knowledge will be spread and new discoveries  will be occurred the 
libraries have to provide the good facilities  to the research scholars in this  regard the  Governments should 

growth good funds and conduct the research for welfare of people so in the era of globalization the 

international students have to be  maintained and technology has to be in  advance.  However the Government 
of  the backward countries and developing countries do not concentrate on the strengthening  for the library 

facilities it is  due to  the lack of budget. So the Government need to facilities the students and research in the 

local areas and find out the problems so that all  areas will be developed  as soon as possible so in their way the 

library have to  have up to date and  adoption  of teaching and the latest books  that are in the market in the 
various fields of knowledge. 
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